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“When you meditate upon the world’s problems, call to me for the solution. Then by your 

invocations and decrees, call to your Mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self to direct that 

very solution as a matrix, as a sphere of Light that contains the inner Logos for the absolute God-

resolution [of a specific problem].” 

-Beloved Gautama Buddha Vol. 35 No. 41   

 

 

 

 



In the name of my Mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, In the name of The Ancient of Days, LORD 
Sanat Kumara, I call forth the great Light of Gautama Buddha, the LORD of the World, whom Sanat 
Kumara did raise up for service to this planet:  

I AM to be on fire with the zeal of the Lord of the world! (9x)   

I claim the spheres of Light of LORD Guatama’s Causal Body!  I AM an extension of Buddha in physical 

embodimentspeaking the Word into every corner of the world and into every point of Darkness. 
Speaking the Word into every heart and eye with the conviction that I am planting another seed of the 
Buddha so there can be a stepping down of his Causal Body through me to reach many more souls of the 
light. Let the great Causal Body of the Lord of the World wake up the children of the light to perceive the 
consciousness behind the consciousness behind the consciousness of evil! Let them see through the 
ploys of the fallen ones!  Let souls of Light this day demand the binding of that cause and core of the 
entire energy veil that would pollute the stream of the Mother. 

I invoke the Great Causal Body of the Buddha for the solution to the world’s problems and I direct that 
very solution as a matrix, as a sphere of Light that contains the inner Logos for the absolute God-
resolution of the false notions that people in every field of endeavor entertain:   

Gautama, dispel the false theology! Dispel the indoctrination and allure of the fallen ones!  Dispel the false 
religion that portrays a wrathful God! Dispel religious fanaticism and the fanatical conscious behind it! Dispel 
New Age religious programming! Dispel all societal programming! Dispel all media propaganda! Dispel the 
false monetary & banking system! Dispel the false education system! Dispel war, all divide and conquer 
tactics and false flag operations! Gautama dispel the__________[name specific problems here]____      
________________________________________________________________________________.  

In the name of my Mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self: I send these spheres of God-solution into 
the earth!  (9x)  

Let them be multiplied many times over. Let them descend as mighty spheres of Light over areas where 
there is corruption, where there is the slaughter of many, where there is starvation, and where there is 
politicking. Let the Electronic Presence of the Lord of the World descend over them with the solution to 
the problem. 

The Zeal of the LORD Sanat Kumara will perform it! (9x)   

Beloved Lord Gautama, dispel all unreality so the lightbearers of earth can receive the Truth when they 
hear it! Awaken the souls of terra to their original identity! Awaken them to the God who is with them and 
in them. Beloved Lord of the World, recall souls back to God-reality, back to the point of the seat-of-the-
soul chakra and to the desiring of the resolution to the worship of her God. I command the entire Spirit of 
the Great White Brotherhood to go after those Lightbearers who must not be lost, those who once had a 
threefold flame, those souls who can be remagnetized by the Great Central Sun Magnet to the divine 
polarity of Alpha and Omega, those souls who can be reached through some form of Truth, and can be 
filled again with Light and the knowledge of Truth.  

O Beloved Masters of Light and Perfection: COME! (3x) in Your Visible, Tangible, Ascended Master 
Bodies! And give these decrees with us, intoning them 24 hours a day and multiplying them for the victory 
of all sentient life! Hold them eternally sustained, ever expanding, and world engulfing, until all Activities 
sanctioned by the Great White Brotherhood cover the Earth and reign everywhere Supreme with Full 
Power for all Eternity, and nothing else remains but the Purity, the Freedom, and the Victory of the 
Ascension for all, the Original Divine Way…. I demand this physically manifest! I expect this physically 
manifest! I AM this physically manifest, manifest, manifest! In all the Flaming Jesus Christ victory, 
perfection and glory!  O Mighty I AM! O Mighty I AM! O Mighty I AM! 


